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Inspired By Design are the premier British lighting

supplier of bespoke and custom designs for commercial and

interior projects worldwide. Specialised in commissioning,

creating and supplying unique lighting from partners in

Europe and beyond.

With nearly 20 years experience to draw upon to aid and

guide your projects ensuring that your light is exactly what

you envisioned; there is no limit to either concept or

materials - if you can imagine it then it can be created.

If you need to create your own signature range then the

design team is uniquely placed to help you create it,

whether it’s a single showpiece or a complete project,

Inspired By Design can make your vision a reality



Galvins, Dubai
A bespoke design with a custom matte brass finish. To ensure the light output was reduced to 

maintain the correct level, ‘fake bulbs’ were employed in each fixture.



Buddha Bar, London
From a simple brief  requesting 3D dragons, we designed these 7m high fixtures using special 

facetted crystals. Using the same technology we can design any shape.



Ruya, London
A four-tier fixture with brass arms and upper rods to fit inside the coffer. 

Dramatic in appearance but subtle enough to not interrupt the design concept.



SASS Café, Dubai
LED lights carefully placed to illuminate architectural features, including red tape lights for 

external areas and all spotlights DMX programmed and controlled.



St. Regis Marriot Hotel, Venice
1950’s style bespoke floor lamp using a special glass blowing technique to achieve the perfect 

colour. Bedside pendant lights with facetted cut hand blown glass for a bespoke light diffusion.



St. Regis Marriot Hotel, Venice
Unique triptych bathroom mirror with backlit LED and sandblasted design detailing. Entrance 

hall pendant lights with cut glass shades.



PF Changs, Muscat
A fast turn-around delivery and installation to complete this project using a combination of 

simple blown glass pendants and black cage lights. 



Home, Manchester
60+ metal shades, custom made to specific size and colour to match the design intent of the 

space. 



Bluebird Café, London
A 7m mounted feature light along the bar, using acrylic shapes, mirrored underside and special 
LED to prevent shadowing. Bespoke feature lights above tables with custom finish to match.



Darby’s, London
Bespoke floor lights with custom dimensions and finishes to match design intent. A range of 

materials selected to complement the other fixtures within the design. 



GAZPROM, St Petersburg
A bespoke piece designed to resemble rainfall. Swarovski crystals in amber hanging down 

from gold-plated LED lit arms.



Harrods Shoe Heaven, London
Alabastar and mirror glass statement ceiling light with each box holding its own LED. Also 

bespoke lights made of porcelain petals to create a soft but vibrant feature.



Harrods, Heathrow
Custom made rings of different sizes with a brushed brass finish to match the other metal 

finishes throughout the design. 



Harrods, Heathrow
A combination of fine metal and crystals to create lights that illuminate the space and 

seamlessly bring the design together. 



St Georges Vauxhall, London
Swarovski crystal pendants with reducing spirals from a mirror finish ceiling plate with 

downlights emanating on to the crystals.



Grantley Hall, North Yorkshire
3 crystal rings fixed at specific angles according to the designer intent. The largest ring has a 3 

metre diameter with crystals covering 3 sides of each ring. 



Microsoft, London
Only feature light installed in their flagshop UK store. Using a French wood laminate to 

match other joinery details and LED fitted internally to provide a soft, ambient glow. 



Maison Breguet, Paris
Acrylic number lights for each floor as well as a range of internal and external lights for this 

luxury hotel.
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